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Introduction

From 6 to 8 March 1 99 5 the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) held a

"Meeting ofExperts on the Applicability ofInternational Humanitarian Law to United
Nations Forces".

Thenieeting was a follow-up to the Symposium on Humanitarian Action and Peace-Keeping

Operations convened by the ICRC in June 1 99 4 and to regular contacts made by the ICRC
Legal Division with the United Nations Department of Peace-Keeping Operations (DPKO)
and the United Nations legal services.

A half dozen experts from academic and military circles (including a former UNPROFOR
commander..;in-chief ) and variQus United Nations representatives (Centre for Human Rights
and DPKO) attended the meeting (see Annex I, List of Participants), which was organized by
the ICRC's Legal Division and chaired by Marco Sassoli, the Division's Deputy Head.

All the experts took part in the discussions in a personal capacity.

The United Nations had never specified which rules of international humanitarian law applied
to its peace-keeping and peace-enforcement operations, although it had affirmed that its
forces were bound by "the spirit and principles" of those rules. As long as United Nations
operations did not involve the use of force (traditional "peace-keeping" operations based on
the consent of the parties concerned, including in particular cease-fire monitoring), that
general commitment was sufficient. However, once the United Nations began to set up
operations involving coercion (UNITAF, UNPROFOR, etc.) and requiring the deployment of
major military means, it became necessary to define the rights and duties of forces serving
under its flag or mandated by it. The main purpose of the meeting of experts was precisely to
draw up a list of rules of international humanitarian law which were applicable to peace
keeping and peace-enforcement operations and which should be taught in training
programmes for all troops supplied to the United Nations.
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After discussing a series of preliminary questions (types of peace-keeping operations,
distinction betweenjus ad bellum andjus in bello, advisability of distinguishing between
international and non-international conflicts), the experts examined the main provisions of
international humanitarian law (conduct of hostilities, treatment of detainees, protection of
.

.

the wounded and sick, relief operations, etc.) with a view to determining which were
applicable or not to peace-keeping and peace-enforcement operations.

During the discussions, which were interesting and constructive, the experts underscored both
the importance of addressing the issues at hand and the complexity of the various aspects that
needed to be taken into account.

The IeRe stated its intention to draw up specific proposals based on the discussions for
submission to the United Nations bodies concerned.

N.B.

This report summarizes, as objectively as possible, the views expressed by the experts
at the meeting.

These views do not necessarily reflect those of the IeRe. For example, the IeRe
does not believe that it is possible to subject relief operations to political or military
conditions.
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PART I

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A. Preliminary questions

The experts first examined (pp. 16-17) the general concept of "United Nations forces". In
view of the fact that in most cases (with the exception of the proposed United Nations rapid
deployment force, which had not yet been set up) States which supplied contingents to the.
United Nations continued to bear residual responsibility for violations of international
humanitarian law committed by those contingents, the experts considered it more suitable to
speak of "Forces undertaking United Nations peace operations".

Turning to the basic objectives of international humanitarian law (pp. 17-18), the experts
considered that to alleviate suffering was not the sole but rather the predominant purpose of
the law.

They went on to discuss (pp. 18-19) the principle whereby international humanitarian law
applied equally to all parties to a conflict and reaffirmed the importance of distinguishing
betweenjus ad bellum andjus in bello .

.�

Another topic of discussion was the type of operation in which international humanitarian law
should apply (pp. 19-21). The experts were unable to draw a clear distinction between police
.

operations and those which were tantamount to participating in hostilities. They therefore
stressed the need to pursue the matter further, taking into account the provisions of the new
"Convention for the Protection of United Nations and Associated Personnel".

The experts agreed (p. 22) that the command structure of coercive operations had no effect on
the applicability of international humanitarian law, which remained unaffected whether an
operation was conducted under the command and control of the United Nations itself or of
Member States andlor regional organizations pursuant to an authorization by the Se<?urity
Council.
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whether or not the obligation to respect and ensure respect for international
The question of
1 common to the four Geneva Conventions and to Protocol I)
humanitarian law (see Article
�

applied to operations carried out under United Nations auspices was also addressed (pp. 2225). The experts believed that,with the exception of operations conducted under its exclusive .
command and control,the United Nations (which was not a party to the Conventions) was not
formally bound by that obligation, whereas all States party to the Conventions, including
those supplying contingents to the United Nations,must fulfil their duty in that respect. At
the same time they considered that the question of whether the responsibility for respecting
international humanitarian law lay with the United Nations and/or the States party to the
Conventions was,in that respect,a secondary one; what mattered was that the rules were
complied with.

The experts also studied a number of documents issued by the United Nations and States
supplying troops with a view to determining general practice adopted during peace-keeping
and peace-enforcement operations (pp. 25-27). With respect to the applicability of
international humanitarian law, the examples in the documents appeared to confirm State
responsibility but were not supportive of a United Nations obligation beyond that of
respecting the principles and spirit ofthe law.

Turning their attention to the various types of operations in which the issue of applicability
could arise (pp. 27-29),the experts proposed the following list of categories:

I.

operations that were not of a coercive nature, were based on the consent of the parties
involved and where the use of force was needed only in cases of self-defence;

II.

operations to which the parties had not consented or no longer consented and where
international trQops resorted to force; and

III.

full-fledged coercive action based on Chapter VII of the United Nations Charter.
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The experts considered that, while international humanitarian law did not in principle apply
to category I operations, it did apply to most of category II and in any event to all of category
III operations, which amounted to traditional international armed conflict.

'
They also agreed that, in addition to taking into account the type of operation and the level of
organization of the concerned parties, it was important to set a threshold with respect to the
intensity of the hostilities beyond which international humanitarian law applied (pp. 29-34).
They stressed that a certain level of violence was inherent in all societies and that violence
therefore had to reach a certain level before the law applied. Whereas in traditional
international conflicts it is agreed to set the threshold of applicability as low as possible (so

)

that the law applied in as many situations as possible), the experts considered that for United
Nations operations the threshold should probably be placed higher. The law should not apply,
for example, in the event of serious but sporadic incidents.

The experts then tried to outline an acceptable conceptual framework.

With respect to category I and II operations as defined above, they sought to determine in
what form (behaviour or statement) and according to what terms and conditions the parties to
a confljct should give their consent to an operation. While stressing (pp. 34-35) that the main
objective was to ensure that the law was applied, they said they tended to believe that
behaviour was more important and relevant than statements.

)
The question of whether jus ad bellum could possibly have any bearing on the applicability of

jus in bello gave rise to a major discussion (p. 36). The experts wondered, among other
things, whether the legitimacy conferred on United Nations forces by a Security Council
resolution or other official decision meant that United Nations operations were not subject to
certain obligations laid down by international humanitarian law. Referring to what had been
said about the principle whereby the law applied equally to all parties, the experts concluded
that the fact that an operation had been expressly authorized or ordered by the Security
Council should not, barring minor exceptions, have any influence on the applicability of the
law.
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Underlining the fundamental distinction in international humanitarian law between
international and non-international armed conflicts, the experts wondered whether that
distinction also applied to operations carried out by the United Nations or under its auspices.
The discussions (pp. 37-39) showed that a clear answer to that question could not be inferred
from either the rules of law or the practice of the United Nations or of States supplying
contingents. Most of the experts believed that it would be difficult to defend the position that
an

international force mandated to act in an ongoing non-international armed conflict was

bound only by the rules applicable in non-international conflicts. It was nevertheless noted
that such an interpretation could possibly be justified on the basis of the Convention for the
Protection of United Nations and Associated Personnel.

It was also pointed out that if one accepted the theory whereby operations set up by the
United Nations resulted in the internationalization of a conflict, it logically followed that the
other parties would thereby acquire combatant status and license to attack United Nations
forces, whereas the Security Council had stated that attackers should be prosecuted as
common criminals. The experts were therefore of the opinion that the matter required further
thought.

In conclusion to their study of the preliminary questions, the experts wondered whether the
rules of international humanitarian law could, or should, be included in the Rules of
Engagement (ROE) of each United Nations force (pp. 39-42). Such an inclusion might
provide a solution to the problem of reaching an agreement on the formal applicability of
international humanitarian law.·

While admitting that the ROE (which already contained certain rules of international
humanitarian law) could facilitate the application of the law, the experts nevertheless believed
that those rules did not provide an ideal solution and in fact presented serious inconveniences.
Among those mentioned were the risk of distortion of certain provisions of the law, the
relative unpredictability of the ROE and above all the fact that they were binding only on the
party that issued them and could thus lead to a situation in which different obligations and

duties applied to various parties.
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tion of specific categories of international humanitarian law provisions
B. Ex amina

a)lJlW �overninfj the conduct of hostilities and other situations involving the use of force
The experts pointed out (pp. 42-46) that if a list of rules of international humanitarian law
applicable to peace-keeping and peace-enforcement operations were drawn up, certain
terms used in the Conventions would have to be understood mutatis mutandis. They
suggested, for example, that the term "combatant" could perhaps be changed to "persons
directly participating in hostilities".

They also proposed that an explanation to that effect be included at the beginning of the
list.

The experts disagreed with the wording of certain rules and principles listed in the agenda,
stressing that the text should be more faithful to that of the Conventions, and pointed out
that, in some cases, the United Nations actually imposed stricter limitations on its forces
than those provided for in the treaties (in particular with respect to the use of certain
weapons).

With the possible exception of the provisions on reprisals and spies, the experts agreed that
there were no rules on the conduct of hostilities that could not be applied by and to peace
keeping and peace-enforcement operations.
b) Treatment of detained persons

Basing their comments on actual practice, the experts first of all pointed out (pp. 46-48)
that peace-keeping forces did not as a general rule hold prisoners since persons they
captured during hostilities were rapidly handed back to their own authorities.

-9-

ted that certain provisions of international humanitarian law relative to
They also sta
could not, for purely practical reasons, be implemented by the United
prisoners of war
Nations. Among

those mentioned were the obligation to prosecute and punish perpetrators

of breaches (see also

point (e) below).

The experts believed that, in the event of a category III coercive operation, the provisions
relative to the status and treatment of prisoners of war applied fu�ly.

In conclusion they agreed that if any peace-keeping or peace-enforcement forces should
hold persons captured during hostilities they must respect at the very least - taking into
account the above-mentioned exceptions - the provisions of international humanitarian law
relative to the treatment of prisoners of war.

c) Applicable rules concerning the protection of the wounded. the sick and medical personnel

The experts stressed (pp. 48-51) the importance of distinguishing between the various
types· of operations, pointing out that in limited operations (such as cease-fire monitoring)
it could prove difficult, in view of the lack of logistical means available to such forces, to
implement all the provisions of international humanitarian law relative to the protection of
the wounded and the sick (in any event those provisions did not apply fonnally in the
absence of an armed conflict).

)
The situation was different in large-scale operations, especially coercive ones involving the
resort to force, where forces placed under the command or auspices of the United Nations
must respect all the provisions of international humanitarian law for the protection of the
wounded, the sick and the shipwrecked, including those prohibiting discrimination
between "friendly" and "enemy" forces. .

The experts then discussed the use by United Nations forces of the red cross or red
crescent emblem, to which they agreed that, mutatis mutandis, the rules of international
humanitarian law applied.
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d) fu;lief operations
The experts stressed (pp. 51-55) that the rules of international humanitarian law were
intended for relief operations carried out by neutral and impartial agencies in traditional
anned conflicts and underscored the need to establish whether those rules were compatible
with the specific case of United Nations operations.

They believed that, contrary to States, the United Nations could in some cases link the
distribution of its relief supplies to certain conditions, such as respect for a cease-fire, and
that in traditional peace-keeping operations some bargaining was inevitable.

They also pointed out that in some cases a conflict could arise between international
humanitarian law and United Nations mandates. In such situations, it could prove difficult
to implement the rules on relief operations. Further thought should therefore be given to
that matter and to the possible coordination by the United Nations of the activities of
NGOs present in the field.

e) Rules of international humanitarian law that might not lend themselves to implementation
by an international organization

Despite what was said concerning the various types of operations and the application,

mutatis mutandis, of certain rules of international humanitarian law, the experts considered
that (pp. 55-59) some rules were absolutely impossible for the United Nations to
implement.

For example, the United Nations could never play the role of a protecting power. Moreover
it appeared highly improbable that, in the event that it should become a party to .a conflict,
the United Nations would use the services of such a power.

The experts also believed that the implementation by the United Nations of the rules of
international humanitarian law providing for the adoption of legislation for the application
of those rules or providing for the repression of breaches would give rise to
- 11 -

insurmountable difficulties. They considered that in such cases the responsibility for
prosecuting and punishing the perpetrators of violations fell to the States supplying
contingents.
The application by the United Nations of rules relative to occupied territories also
appeared difficult to envision since the United Nations could not be considered as an
occupying force. The experts nevertheless agreed that, even though a territory in which the
United Nations was operating without the consent of the local authorities should not be
called an "occupied territory", the Fourth Geneva Convention could provide useful
guidelines with respect, in particular, to the treatment of detainees.

C. Conclusions of the meeting

The experts stressed (pp. 59-62) the need to draw a clear distinction between the various
types of operations that could be conducted under the command or auspices of the United
Nations and pointed out that the applicable rules varied according to the type of operation
carried out.

They suggested that, taking into account the various types of operations,. the ICRe, together
with the United Nations,' should identify the rules of international humanitarian law to be
included in model guidelines.

They also highlighted the need to spread knowledge of those rules as broadly as possible and
to include them in the training programmes for national contingents supplied to the United
Nations. They believed that the States supplying troops and the United Nations itself bore
special responsibility in making the rules known and emphasized the role which the ICRC
could play in that respect.

Lastly the experts made various recommendations concerning follow-up action, in particular
relative to the procedure for preparing and implementing the proposed model guidelines.
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PART II

SUMMARY RECORD OF THE SESSIONS

I.

Introductory remarks

The Chairman, Mr Sassoli welcomed participants (see Annex I, List of Participants) and
stressed that it was an informal meeting at which everyone present could express their points
of view in a personal capacity. The ICRC did not already have a clear institutional position on
the issue and the contribution to be made by the experts would prove invaluable. The meeting
was a follow-up to the Symposium on Humanitarian Action and Peace-keeping Operations,
which had been held from 22 to 24 June 1994 in Geneva, and had covered a broader area.

The ICRC intended to prepare a report on the proceedings of the meeting and send it to
participants before publication. In addition, it would pursue discussion with the competent
departments of the United Nations with a view to agreeing on which rules of international
humanitarian law applied to United Nations Forces and what practical measures could be
taken to disseminate them. It was hoped that a further and larger meeting could be held in
September 1995 to discuss how the legal rules which had been agreed upon could be
introduced in the training of armed forces.

The JCRC had prepared a draft agenda (see Annex II, Agenda of the Meeting) to orient the
discussion and hoped that the meeting would provide answers to a number of the questions
raised. One question that had been raised at the previous Symposium had not received an
answer, namely, if it was assumed that international humanitarian law applied to United
Nations forces, what humanitarian law was meant? Some experts opined that international
h umanitarian law did not apply because the le gitimacy of United Nations forces was not the
same as that of national armed forces.

- 13-

The meeting's objective was not to propose wholesale redrafting of international humanitarian
laW so that it could be adapted to peace-keeping operations, but rather to see which of the
existing rules of international humanitarian law applied. There was already a certain measure
of agreement that the principles and spirit of international humanitarian law applied to peace
keeping operations, but for the more coercive peace-making and peace-enforcement
operations now taking place, the principles and spirit were not sufficient. The de facto
situation today was that sometimes United Nations forces were actually involved in combat
situations and they should be an example for local forces.

il.'!
:i
,
i

;1

::.·1'\

Finally, he requested participants to introduce themselves and state their preliminary views.

An expert wondered why the ICRC found it imperative to formalize the applicability of
international humanitarian law to peace-keeping forces and why the United Nations appeared
to have serious reservations about applicability. The term "peace enforcement" was not
satisfactory because it had been interpreted in so many different ways: for example, he did
not consider that the Korean and Gulf Wars constituted United Nations peace enforcement
operations because they had not been under United Nations command and had been outright
war. In his view, when United Nations peace-keeping forces were escorting humanitarian
convoys and were harassed, they should not attempt to force their way because that could
jeopardize future operations as well as humanitarian aid. Moreover, pre-emptive operations
would place the United Nations in a completely different category and would make it a party
to the conflict, in which case international humanitarian law obviously applied. .

Another expert thought that the major issues were general, not specifically what article of
humanitarian law applied in what situation. He added that in his country, thinking was
moving towards the view that international humanitarian law did not apply to peace-keeping
forces at all.

An expert emphasized that the operations in Somalia had drawn attention to the problems of
using force in the name of the United Nations as well as the situation of detainees. Many
Member States had privately expressed their disquiet at United Nations forces using force
against attackers, holding detainees, or trying war criminals. The United Nations was not
- 14-
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to declare that it was bound by international humanitarian law, but was not sure how
reluctant
ected to enforce rules developed for nation States. Progress was being made in
it was exp
at agreements on peace-keeping forces concluded with Member States affirmed
ensuring th
of international humanitarian law should be respected and taught in
that the principles
mes.
training program
An ICRe expert pointed out that the JeRe wondered whether, in the light of the development
of peace-keeping operations, a simple declaration of respect for the principles and spirit of

international humanitarian law sufficed or whether there should be a more detailed statement
of what international humanitarian law involved in the peace-keeping context.

One expert wondered whether United Nations forces would have to respect the law of armed
conflict? Could United Nations forces kill other soldiers in certain situations provided for in
the law of armed conflict, could they be attacked, would they have to respect the provisions
relating to occupied territory in Article 43 of The Hague Regulations? It was not enough to
declare general respect for the principles and spirit of international humanitarian law, there
had to be clear definitions.

The Chairman cited two instances in which a statement of principles was not enough: firstly,
international humanitarian law obliged a party to take care of the sick and the wounded, no
matter which force they belonged to, and did that apply to peace-keeping forces? Secondly,

.. )

could combatant and prisoner-of-war status apply to peace-keeping forces? The JeRe saw
international humanitarian law as a complex structure and, if one element was removed, there
was a danger that the whole structure might collapse. He then opened the discussion on
point II.
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II

lreliminary questions

IL l Objectives ofthe United Nations operations. United Nations Charter Law.
International Humanitarian Law

One expert emphasized that it should first be decided what was meant by United Nations
forces. The questions relatives to the responsibility and the punishment of "United Nations
soldiers" violating IHL should in particular be examined.
Another expert endorsed the previous speaker's remark. Did United Nations forces mean
contingents of national armed forces made available to the United Nations or did it mean the
proposed rapid deployment force of the United Nations itself? It would thus seem better to
replace "United Nations Forces" by "Forces undertaking United Nations peace operations".

One expert replied that forces operating under United Nations command and control were
deemed to be United Nations forces.

Another expert pointed out that Member States shared responsibility for their armed forces
with the United Nations, but the term "United Nations forces" meant that the United Nations
was wholly responsible.

One expert responded that governments had indicated that they recognized the responsibility
of the United Nations.

Another expert wondered how far a State incurred responsibility for the international action
of its troops when they were wearing Blue Helmets. According to Article 1 of the Geneva
Conventions, a signatory was obliged to ensure that its troops respected the Conventions, but
how could the United Nations comply with that Article?

One expert said that if United Nations forces had acted in accordance with international
humanitarian law in Rwanda, their first step should have been to intervene to halt the
genocide, but that had not been within their mandate.
- 16-

Another expert said that "command" and "control" had not been words used in the past when
made available to an international organization. If a State had ratified the
a State entit y was
Geneva Conventions and made its troops available to the United Nations, what law applied?
If it was declared that international humanitarian law did not apply to United Nations forces,
that meant that the State was evading responsibility for its own troops. If the rules of
international humanitarian law were violated by a United Nations contingent, who punished
the offenders, the United Nations or the State?

One expert responded that the United Nations had an understanding with Member States
contributing contingents that it was their duty to punish offenders.

The previous expert pointed out that in NATO, for example, no commander had full
command over national forces, he simply had operational command. Disciplinary matters
remained the responsibility of the State.

One expert said that if it was assumed that the rules of international humanitarian law applied
to States and then a particular State placed troops at the disposal of the United Nations, it
became unclear whether international humanitarian law applied and it was therefore
necessary to establish a link between the two.

Another expert thought that if a State was responsible for disciplining its troops, it was also
responsible for ensuring that its troops under United Nations command applied international
humanitarian law, but the question was whether the United Nations itself had to apply it.
1.

The s ole pu rpose of i nternat iona l huma nitaria n law (her ea fter IHL) is toalleviate the su fferi n� of
a llhuma n bei ngs that are . or ma y be . a ffe cte d by situati ons ofarme d confli cts

Regarding this statement, one expert did not agree that the alleviation of suffering was the
sole purpose of international humanitarian law, although of course it was an extremely
Important one.
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Ano ther expert shared the view that the alleviation of the suffering was not the sole purpose
nal humanitarian law. For example, some provisions applicable in occupied
of intematio
oses.
ly
territories had clear other purp
One expert agreed that international humanitarian law also had other purposes, for example,
the restoration of peace. International humanitarian law represented a compromise between
humanitarian imperatives and military activities. In this respect "predominant" would seem
more appropriate.
The Chairman co?curred that international humanitarian law had other purposes, but the
alleviation of human suffering was the main purpose. That did not imply, however, that all
the rules of international humanitarian law applied to all operations by United Nations
peace-keeping forces.

2.

A fu ndame nta lpri nciple of IHL is that is applies equallv to all parties i nvo lve d i n s uch situatio ns
a nd independently of a ny other co nsi deratio ns . i nclu di ngth ose re lati ngto the legality of the use
of for ce or the objectives of su ch use

Introducing this second theme, the Chairman said that while it was obvious that in situations
of armed conflict the parties were never equal before the United Nations Charter or
intemational law, both parties had to be equal before humanitarian law, a belief not derived
from dogma but from the experience of history.
One expert said that he would redefine the question. While he agreed totally that the law of
war applied equally to belligerents, it did not apply equally to the other parties mentioned in

humanitarian law, for instance to non-combatants or the ICRC, who required certain
protections.
Another expert agreed entirely with the principle of equal application. The question of
Whether one of the sides had some authority behind it was a live issue at the time of the
Korean conflict, but it was now a dead issue.
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One expert suggested that the first step should be to define what was meant by a party to the
conflict, to which another expert agreed, citing the situation in Yugoslavia, where, although
fighting had broken out, the United Nations was not a party to the conflict.

pointed out that whether one became a party to a conflict or not depended also
The Chair man
Depending on the latter's actions, even wanting to remain impartial, one
on th e adversary.
might become involved.

3.

IHL is there fore applicab let o a ll U nite d Nat ions operat ions compr isingm ilita ry compone nts in
wh ich coer cive a ct ion is use d a ga inst or ga nize d arme d for ces . a nd m ust be respe cte d whe never
s ituat ions ne cess itat ingthe use of arme d for ce ar ise

Turning to this theme, the Chairman wondered whether the experts agreed that international
humanitarian law would apply to United Nations operations in all cases where international
humanitarian law normally applied, such as armed conflict, in other words where there was
actual fighting.
One expert saw no difficulty with applying this proposition. United Nations forces
undoubtedly bore a strong responsibility.
Another expert picked out the restriction in the definition to "United Nations operations
comprising military components" and asked whether there were other types of operations
where military components were used and in which IHL did not apply.
The Chairman cited police operations as such a case and said that United Nations police
forces could not be considered the same as the United Nations military forces. The difference
was that they were not used against "organized armed forces".
Following up the same point, one expert referred to the example of the Royal Ulster
Constabulary in Northern Ireland, which acted as a police force and was always armed.
United Nations peace-keeping forces could end up in a similar position. He thought, however,
that there was no reason why the police might not be opposed to organized armed forces.
While as a matter of principle he was prepared to agree with the statement, he thought that in
practice it ran counter to the Convention for the Protection of United Nations and associated
- 19-

(hereafter: "Protection Convention"), which did not apply in the case of
Pers on n el
armed conflict. The latter Convention came into effect in the case of "low-scale"
international
there was bound to be some tension between the Protection Convention and
operations, but
law. For instance, the United States and many other States were
international humanitarian
keen on using riot control measures in cases such as Somalia, but they could not do so in the
event of armed conflict. There was a danger that international humanitarian law would not be
applicable in the type of situations for which it was intended. The international community
appeared to be split on the issue. If the Protection Convention applied, then international
humanitarian law did not. The United Nations could not consistently claim both protection
under the new Convention and the application of international humanitarian law.
Another expert expressed the view that the Protection Convention has been drafted on
account of Somalia. It was aimed at making resistance against United Nations operations
illegal, the object being to have appropriate legislation introduced in national laws. Obviously
problems arose when it was clear that in a particular situation there was no State power in
authority.
The Chairman pointed out that Article 2. 2 of the Protection Convention stated clearly that" the
latter applied in cases where the law of international armed conflict did not apply. The two
could not be applied simultaneously. In the final version it was specified that the Convention
did not apply in cases where personnel were engaged as combatants. However, the
Convention was compatible with the law of non-international armed conflict. It had
originated because many United Nations Member States had been concerned that Article 3 of
the Geneva Conventions and Additional Protocol II did not provide sufficient cover for
United Nations peace-keeping forces.
One expert said that questions has been raised by legal experts in Germany, as the soldiers
recruited for contingent forces wondered what their status might be. If they used their
weapons, did that make them combatants?
DraWing on his personal experience, another expert reminded the meeting that the people
involved in conflicts in many cases had never heard of the Conventions and that personnel in
the field were often not even dealing with recognized States.
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a rm said the point was also important for relations between human rights and
The Ch i an
humanitarian law. Some cases, such as civilian riots, which involved police
.
. ternational

m

best governed by the Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement Officials. It
operations, were
·
as important to be able to identify when a case of armed conflict arose, since in that case

w

international humanitarian law rules would apply. A distinction also had to be drawn between
international and non-international armed conflict. Under the former rules, the police question
did not arise, but it was important in cases of non-international armed conflicts.
One expert drew attention to the difficulty at times of identifying police action as such, as
distinct from the action of armed forces.
In reply, the Chairman said that the police should not conduct military action if they were not
part of the armed forces.
There was some discussion around the difficulty of identifying "United Nations operations
comprising military components". One expert cited the case of northern Iraq, where no actual
military components had been involved, only paramilitary. A paramilitary element made the
distinction more difficult to draw. Another expert gave the example of the United Nations
being engaged in a peace-keeping or humanitarian role, but with the protection of armed
forces. NATO supporting air strikes were a case in point. The United Nations itself might be
deploying a police style operation, but a military component might be present in the
background, which remained under the control of the contributing State. Could it then be said
that the operation as a whole involved a military component?
One expert thought it depended on the consent of the government concerned.
The Chairman concluded that the question needed further study and clarification.
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4.

This applicability remains unaffected whether an operation is conducted under the command and
control of the United Nations itself or of Member States and/or re�ional or�anizations pursuant to
an authorization by the Security Council

If it was recognized that international humanitarian law did apply in some cases, the

Chairman asked then whether the meeting considered the fourth proposition valid, regarding
the way the law's applicability was affected by the command of an operation.
One expert wondered whether it was necessary to keep the expression "or of Member States".
In a case such as Desert Storm, the United Nations did not have command and control over
the armed forces deployed.
The Chairman, in reply, said that the point in the fourth proposition was that it made no
difference whether the forces were under United Nations command and control or not, to
which one expert pointed out that the third proposition specifically referred to United Nations
operations.
Another expert said he could agree with the statement in item 4.

5.

By virtue of Article 1 common to the Geneva Conventions and Additional Protocol I. States have
undertaken to respect and to ensure respect for IHL. both indiyidually and collectively. in all
circumstances. It follows logically that this undertaking applies to operations undertaken by an
organization of which all these States are members and to which those very same States
contribute troops

Turning to the fifth proposition, the Chairman asked for comments on the proposition that
Article 1 common to the Geneva Conventions and Additional Protocol I provided a further
argument in favour of applicability.
O ne expert wondered whether such applicability was affected by the mandate given to United
Nations forces, based on the principle that obligations arising from international law were
limited by the mandate under which such forces operated, to which the Chairman replied that
United Nation.:; forces should not be given a mandate incompatible with international
humanitarian law.
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When bne expert queried the second part of the proposition, the Chairman explained that the
n,,;

n was deemed to respect international humanitarian law rules if all its member

org(Uuzatio

ad undertaken to respect them.
States h
The same expert suggested that the question of responsibility for respecting international '
humanitarian law and whether that lay with the United Nations or the States was secondary;
what mattered was that the rules were complied with. When one expert raised the question
I

directly of whether the United Nations as an organization did not have an obligation to take
measures to ensure respect for international humanitarian law, the previous expert said 'it was
risky to argue that the United Nations was bound because all the States party were bound,
because that could open up a doctrinal argument in the United Nations.

Nevertheless, the Chairman suggested, it would be true to say that even if the United Nations
was not bound, the States certainly were bound under Article

1, so was it not unfair to say

that a State should also use its influence through its membership in the international
organization.

One expert placed the emphasis differently, saying that it was rather because member States
. were bound that they applied international humanitarian law rules even in cases where their
troops were serving with an international organization.

Another expert recalled the discussion regarding what constituted United Nations forces and
how responsibility was divided between the United Nations and the individual States. While
it was being argued by the meeting that the States were responsible and not the United
Nations, in cases where the United Nations had full command and control, Article

1 should

apply to its operations.

One expert raised the question of who had responsibility to ensure respect if three or four
States were present in the theatre of operations. Their individual responsibility certainly did
not disappear because they were involved in a United Nations operation.
Could it not be agreed, however, the Chairman argu� d, that the United Nations had a
responsibility as an organization apart from its Member States?
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One expert felt that in the event of exclusive command and control, then responsibility would
devolve on the United Nations, although even in that case a residual responsibility would
devolve on the member States to ensure respect.
The Chairman reiterated that the point made in the fifth proposition was that the international
organization also had an obligation under international humanitarian law. It seemed even
absurd to believe that only the States were obliged.
One expert could not agree that an international organization was bound by a treaty merely on
the grounds that its member States were bound by that treaty. He thought, moreover, that to
open up the debate would not help resolve those issues. It was safer to argue that the
organization was bound only to the extent that member States were bound.
In that case, the Chairman replied, a member Of a United Nations force could only refer back
to the Member States. If Article.1 did not apply to the United Nations, then nothing applied to
their Forces.
One expert said that as far as he understood it, Article 1 did mean that where a State
contributed troops to a United Nations force, that State had a responsibility to ensure that all
the States' other forces complied with the rules.
Another expert still queried whether it was at all possible that the United Nations as an
international organization might·not have any responsibility under international humanitarian
law.

One expert was of the opinion that in the theoretically possible case of exclusive command
and control, then the organization was under an obligation to ensure respect.

Yet how, another expert argued, could the United Nations be bound by a treaty to which it
Was not a party?
The Chairman said that a certain responsibility arose for the United Nations under its Charter.
The questions remained as to whether, under treaty law, the United Nations could become a
party to the Geneva Conventions, and what rules applied to United Nations operations.
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·
ert suggested that one way out of the difficulty might be to omit the specific
One exp

e to the organization in item
referenc
to ensure

5. The main point was that the States had a responsibility

respect.

Another expert believed that international law would be applicable to an international

organization only insofar as customary law arose.

One expert said that States had a responsibility to ensure respect whenever their forces were
involved in armed conflict, but he did not agree with the previous expert that a reference to
customary law should be added.

The Chairman said it might be safe to conclude that the rules applied to the States and that the

States has a responsibility to ensure respect, but not through the United Nations. The latter' s

responsibility would arise under United Nations rules.

One expert agreed that it was better to avoid approaching the question by saying that the
United Nations and the Security Council were bound by treaties and instead to leave it that
the States were bound. Otherwise, other problems beyond international humanitarian law

might be opened up, which would meet with resistance in the United Nations.

6.

United Nations practices is s upportive of the above (exa mples : Re �ulati on 44 of the
Re gulations for UN EF . 20 Fe br ua ry 1 957: "Intero ffice Memorand um "by Messrs Guyer and
Ur quh art of24 Ma y 1 978: letter b y the Un ited Nations Secret ary-Genera lto the Pr esid ent of the
IC RC . 23 October 1 978: the "Red Cross cla use " in the model stat us of Forces A greement 1 992
and its incl usio n i na gree me nts with the Governmen ts o f Haiti [9 Oc tober 1 993] a nd Rwanda
[5 November 1 993])

7.

The practice of Member States is also s upportive ofthe above (exam ples : re pl y of the F rench
re pl y of the United
Governme nt to the JC RC Memorand um r elatin gto OD(!ration Turquoise:
.
States Governme nt to the JC RC Memora nd um re latin gto Haiti)

In his opening remarks with reference to item 6 of the preliminary questions, the Chairman
drew the participants'.attention to the documents which had been distributed and whiCh
referred to the practice applied by the United Nations and some individual States regarding
the applicability of international humanitarian law. Even though it had been shown so far in
the meeting that opinions might differ with regard to some of the preliminary questions
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sary to look at the
ding the obligations of the United Nations, it was still neces'
.
lic ability of international humanitarian. law, in particular because practitioners in the field

�ar

app

.

now whether a rule was included in the "principles and spirit", and military
needed to k
ders, whose own responsibility might be implicated, had to have a clear idea of what

..... m an
cOu"'''

rule s applied. It could be said that the United Nations, the ICRC and individual States all
e rules were appropriate. The meeting's task was to try to identify which. The
agreed that som
answers would be useful and important independently of how the preliminary questions had
been answered.
One expert noted that the exercise of going through the rules to identify which applied tended

in itself to· support the United Nations' position, namely that it was not bound. If it was

J

bound, there would be no point in looking through the rules.

Another expert thought that the exercise amounted to identifying what rules were customary
iijw, since those automatically applied to the United Nations.
The Chairman commented that determining the customary character of the Geneva
Conventions and Additional Protocols was not easy. Even if a rule was customary· between
States, it would still have to be.proved that it was customary between those States and an
international organization; The interesting point was not so much to decide whether a
partiCUlar rule was applicable or not, since that might depend on the circumstances, but more
to agree on the principle that some rule should apply. If iriternational humanitarian law was

)

not applicable to United Nations operations, then why should human rights rules apply?
. One expert said that in his view the documents distributed appeared to confirm State
responsibility and the applicability of the "principles and spirit".
Another expert thought that the documents were not very supportive of a United Nations
obligation. A problem, in his view, arose with peace-keeping operations, conducted under a
Security Council mandate, with full command and control. A difficulty arose from the fact
that in such

a

situation a sub-organ (the Force itself) of an international organization might

find itself under certain obligations arising from the States and others from the international
organization. It was therefore. important to define whether international humanitarian law
Obligations' were State or United Nations obligations.
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In reply, the Chainnan suggested that it might be said that the important part was the jus in

bello aspect. Whether international humanitarian law rules were applicable on account of a
State or international organization obligation did not appear so important.

IL2

Analysis of operational tasks of United Nations forces

Category I

Operations which are:
1.

not of a coercive nature

2.

based on the consent of the parties invo lved

3.

set up p urs uant to an agreement between the United Nations and the parties concerned

4.

cond ucted in situations where peace exists, a ltho ugh at times precario usly.
Examples : - "traditiona l" peace-keeping operations
(observance of cease�frre, demarcation lines, agreements on withdrawal of forces);
- certain "new generation" peace-keeping operations
(monitori ng of e lections, reb ui lding of a State's administrative and j udicial
infrastructure, maintaining p ublic order, repatriating refugees, etc.).

Characteristics in terms of IHL
In operations corresponding to poi nts 2, 3 and 4 above, the use of force wi ll be needed only in iso lated
cases of se lf-defence or sporadic incidents re lated to the peace-keepers' mandate. Such situations
can not be defmed as armed conflicts and therefore the q uestion of applying
IHL does not arise (see
'
Additiona lProtocol II, Artic le 1 , paragraph 2).
.

Q uestion:
Does consent depend on the statements of the parties or the behavio ur of their respective forces?
Category II

Operations where IHL comes into p lay :
1.

A "traditiona l" peace-keepi ng operation that degenerates owing to a d efacto withdrawal of
consent by one of the parties concerned and s ubseq uent res umption of hostilities (example : the
Congo operation)

2.

Hybrid operations, which start off as traditiona lpeace-keeping operations b ut to whose mandate
coercive elements under Chapter VII of the Charter are later added (example: UNP ROFO R)

3.

Operations which change, over time, from consens ual to coercive operations (UNOSOM I -+
UNOSOMII)

4.

Coercive operations temporarily a uthorized by the Sec urity Co uncil in para l e l with a
peace-keeping operation (UNAMIR / Operation Turq uoise)
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5.

Fu ll-fledged coercive action, such as in the Gu lf crisis, if ever undertaken by the United Nations
itse lf, and shou ld a stand-by force be created and used to this effect.

Q.bservations
a llof the aforementioned operations, United Nations forces fmd themse lves in a situation where an
anned conflict is going on. Furthermore, consent to their presence and mandate might have been
withdrawn by one or Illore of the parties invo lved, either express ly or progressive ly in a de facto
manner: Consequent ly, resort to force by United Nations troops in "se lf-defence", which inc ludes
resistance to attempts by forcefu lmeans to prevent them from fu lfi lling their mandate, is tantamount to
. participating in hosti lities. Under IHL, such participation is not a question of intention but of fact.
In

Identification of specific factors leading to the app licabi lity of IHL:
coercive nature ofthe operation;
leve l ofthe resort to force;
others??

Turning to the next item on the agenda, the Chairman asked for the experts' views of the two
categories of operational tasks of United Nations forces outlined in the agenda.
One expert said that while the analysis was useful he might himself have preferred three
categories, since he considered that the fifth item in category II really constituted a separate
category. The case of "full-fledged coercive action" appeared fairly clear-cut. Either one had
a situation such as the Gulf War, where tr()ops were under State control and it was a case of
armed conflict between two States, even though one side may be backed by a higher legality,
or else a

United Nations force was deployed under an ad hoc arrangement, in which case the

States had to ensure the application of international humanitarian law anyway, with the
United Nations perhaps in a supervisory role.
Another expert considered that all IHL provision should apply in any Chapter VII operation.
The Chair man was prepared to agree that II.5 was really a separate category. The words "to
this effect " should be deleted.
In reply

to a question by one expert regarding the reference to Additional Protocol II in the

deSCription of the "characteristics in terms of international humanitarian law" at the end of the
Category I list of operations, the Chairman said this provision was not formally applicable
but could provide a useful analogy with respect to drawing a distinction between military and
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rations. The problem in category I operations was establishing the borderline
police ope
rnational humanitarian law and human rights. For instance, if the United Nations
between inte
f: rce
10

to a hostile
was confronted with robbery or civilian rioting, that did not amount
.

armed conflict and humanitarian law rules were not applicable. In a case such as
encounter or
bombing, then human rights rules were not applicable. The JCRC suggested that the
borderline was the same as for internal armed conflict.
One expert replied that while the reference might be suitable in cases like Somalia or Haiti, it
was not appropriate in cases such as Bosnia or an inter- State situation, which were outside the

context of civil unrest.

,)

Another expert said it was important to decide whether international humanitarian law
applied to incidents such as those at Kigali. In 1 99 4, the Human Rights Commission had
condemned the kidnapping and killing of United Nations personnel as blatant violations of
international humanitarian law. Therefore it seemed that international humanitarian law had
been applicable. Could not "isolated cases" and "sporadic incidents" be included in the
category of armed conflict?
The Chairman said that technically sp�aking a distinction had to be drawn between a) the
conflictbetween the local parties and, b) between local parties and United Nations Forces.

International humanitarian law would not apply to the peace-keepers. As soon as an

international armed conflict situation arose, then Article 2 of the Geneva Convention.came
into force and international humanitarian law applied.
Making a general comment, one expert said that a certain level of violence wa& inherent in all
societies. What could be said was that the violence had to reach a certain level of intensity
before international humanitarian law applied. In the case of the Rwanda massacres,

UNAMIR had not resorted to force, but the Rwandan t�oops had resorted to force against the
United Nations and that therefore constituted armed conflict.
On the question of defining armed conflict, one expert said that the ICRC was inclined to set
the threshold as low as possible. States, on the other hand, tended to apply varying thresholds

as it suited t
hem. It was worth noting that armed conflict was not defined in the Geneva
Conven�ions, although the Pictet Commentary did provide a definition. The threshold tended
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to be situated

much higher in practice than in the doctrine and it would always be the

thre shold in practice which would prevail.
He continued by saying that in his view intention had to be taken into account, which was a
further factor raising the threshold.
The Chairman, on the other hand, took the view that intention did not matter in the event of
an

outbreak of hostilities. The intention, for instance, might have been a police operation" but

what mattered were the facts and to ensure the applicability of international humanitarian law
where necessary. All were agreed that in a state of armed conflict human righ�s provided no .
guidance.
One expert agreed with the previous expert that intention was important. In a situation like
the former Yugolavia, for instance, where the United Nations force had been allowed to enter
the territory in the first place, if shots were fired, then both the facts and the intention, within

an appropriate time-scale, should be taken · into account in combination to establish whether a
state of armed conflict existed.
Another expert said that the difference between law and practice was a problem and there
might be a need at some stage to revise the Convention ifrules differed. There was also the
question of whether the United Nations was more than the sum of its parts.
In orderto illustrate his approach to the problem more clearly, the previous expert gave a

sketch as follows of the three areas of applicability:

Top

IHL

Middle

possible use of force by or against UN

state of hostilities

force is used but falls short of armed conflict
Bottom

no IHL '

. MOdel l .
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HR yes '

t be · argued from that model that the middle category did not exist and that the

f{e said it migh

the lower of the two lines, in other words that a state of armed conflict applied
threshold was
at line. A contradiction then arose, however, with practical needs. His own approach
above th

uld be in the middle band to ensure that the standards which mattered most were applied in

wo

ce
practi .

One expert suggested that it was important to add a time scale to this model. For'example, the
use of force by or against the United Nations might take up only a limited portion of the .
middle band, say just a few days, after which the situation might move upwards or
downwards In such a case the problems arising would be only limited.
.

.

.

_)

The expert having submitted the scheme said that most situations lay below the lower
threshold anyway and were only periodically in the middl� category, as the previous expert
had suggested. He did not agree, however, that armed conflict could be intermittent.

Nevertheless, actually recognizing an armed conflict situation could create a risk. One answer
would be to establish the lower threshold as purely factual, i.e. had armed force been used or
not. The upper threshold was

more difficult to determine and depended on the duration and

scale of the hostilities. As one moved up the scale, statements by the parties and intentions
became less important. The significant factor was whether force was being used. The concept
of self-defence was not very useful

in that respect.

When asked whether the ICRC agreed with this interpretation� the Chairman said that
certainly the main concern was to identify the rules that applied in Model' } 's middle zone,

with respect to prisoners of war, the wounded and sick, etc. The only problem was the

response of the "enemy". International humanitarian law obliged both sides. If no state of
armed conflict was recognized, the other side was not obliged.

One expert then proposed an amended version of the proposed model, which he thought

might be more acceptable to the ICRC, with only one threshold line, but a box inside the
no-armed-conflict zone where occasional use of force occurred.
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IHL

armed conflict

Still under threshold
e�g. return fire against
snipers

HR

no armed conflict

Model 2.
One example might be Canadian soldiers on German soil, with the agreement of the host

government. If the · Canadian forced engaged in hostilities, did that constitute armed conflict
or not? It seemed the question of intention did indeed matter.
Another expert proposed a further version of the model, this time with the "grey area" box
straddling the threshold:

IHL

IHL should apply

HR
Model 3 .
'

One expert then suggested that the purist approach would be to have only one line

establishing a clear threshold, above which international humanitarian law applied in its
entirety, for instance the Geneva Conventions plus Additional Protocol I, although that
depended on the States party .
A more realistic

model, similar to the first model, might be:
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IHL in its entirety because clear armed conflict
grey area: some force used - some say armed conflict, some deny
HR - no force used.
Human rights apply though some humanitarian law useful
Model 4.

For the awkward middle case, it might be preferable to define some rules that would apply.
Even though difficult to apply in practice, it might be better than nothing. The problem with
the second model was that in the box situation perhaps no rules at all would be applied, or

�)

only skeleton human rights rules. It seemed to make sense to try to identify that middle
category rather than take the purist view, which could lead to international humanitarian law
being ignored altogether.
Another expert expressed the view that model 4 appeared to offer a sensible way out, though
. it would need defining.
One difficulty, one expert suggested, was that parties would always tend to argue that they
were in the middle area and it would still be difficult to know what rules applied.
The Chairman said he thought that the ICRC basically could go along With the model, but he

. _)

agreed that the real problem was what happened in practice in the middle situation.
When one expert asked what category Somalia fell into, its'author divided model 4 down the
middle, with international conflicts on one side and domestic conflicts on the other. The
Somalia situation would fit inside a box within the lower human rights area on the domestic
side. In the other model, if United Nations forces were involved in armed conflict, they had to
respect the rules, whether the conflict was international or domestic. It was always preferable
to concentrate on the real situation rather than on juristic concepts.
SUmming up, the Chairman said the discussion had been very useful. Although it had not
introduced any new solution, it had provided an acceptable conceptual framework. He agreed
that dogmatic solutions in practice posed problems both for the ICRC and for the victims of
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hostilities. The end note might be that there had to be a responsibility for the United Nations
to ensure the States applied international'humanitarian law.
A further point concerned the question of intention, which the ICRC considered to be
relatively unimportant. For one expert, however, it was significant, for instance in a case like
the killing of snipers in Bosnia by UNPROFOR. That had not amounted to armed conflict,
because the snipers had been disowned by the parties involved.
Addressing the question whether the consent referred to in Category I depends on the
statement of the parties or the behaviour of their respective forces, one expert reminded the
meeting that the main objective was to ensUre that international humanitarian law was

)

applied, both by the United Nations and by others. Therefore what was needed was a strategy
to

ensure application. It was sufficient in practice that the contributing States agreed to

enforce international humanitarian law.
The Chairman said he tended to think behaviour was more important than intention and that it
could be determined by the facts.
One expert took the view that it depended on the circumstances. In the case of "sporadic"
events, then a statement of intent might be important.
For another expert the rule

should be: "behaviour" in case of non-international conflict and

"statement" in case of international armed conflict.
In a brief discussion concerning the problem of self-defence, one expert quoted the United
Nations Interoffice Memorandum of 24 May 1 978, which stated that United Nations peace
keeping forces had been authorized by the Security Council "to use force in self-defence,
which would include resistance to attempts by forceful means to prevent them from
discharging their duties under the mandate of the Council". That seemed to indicate that as far
as the United Nations was concerned, self-defence also included dealing with opposition to a
United Nations mandate.
Another expert said that he suspected that the use of force against forcible resistance to a
United Nations mandate did not constitute self-defence.
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One expert added that nevertheless if a United Nations force acted in self-defence, whether to
defend its mandate or not, that did not constitute armed conflict.
DraWIng on practical experience, another expert gave two examples of the use of force by
United Nations forces. In Somalia, escorts had been ambushed and there had been casualties.
In such a case, it was essential to the conduct of operations to be able to act immediately
against the armed belligerents. In the case of United Nations forces being held up at
check-points in the former Yugoslavia, on the other hand, there would have been a great risk
in the use of force. It was better to negotiate, even at the cost of losing time. In that sort of
context, perhaps the formulation could be improved. He was unhappy with the terms
"isolated" and ."sporadic". It was better to say all cases of self-defence.
One expert went further and preferred taking out the reference to self-defence altogether and
preferring the mere expression of "violence".
Referring to the phrase "tantamount to participating in hostilities" in the Observations on
page 3 · of the agenda notes, one expert asked whether it would not be sufficient to say that in
the event of the use of force, then international humanitarian law applied.
The Chairman replied that a distinction had to be drawn between the use of force and
participation in hostilities. An example of the former might be action against a robber, which
would then come under not international humanitarian law but the Code of Conduct for Law
Enforcement Officials. One point to determine was who was acting on the other side; was it
an individual or was it a party to a conflict? Even then, one party might be split, which would

give rise to a borderline case. However, he agreed that the expression "tantamount to

Participating in hostilities" should be replaced by "falls into the field of IHL".
One expert said that in his view the real problem was not so much the factors involved as that
of the threshold between application of international humanitarian law and application of the
Protection Convention. If so, the Chairman added, it should not be forgotten that if
international humanitarian law applied, it applied to· both sides. In the case of the· Protection
Convention, it applied to one side only .
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IL3 Jus ad bellum and applicability ofIHL

Operations cond ucted by United Nations troops are always legitimized by Sec urity Co uncil
resol utions. Sometimes they may even p urs ue their objective by force, on the basis of Chapter VII of
the Charter.
Q uestjon:
Does this international legitimacy modify the ir stat us under. IHL.? Does it give them more rights and
release them from some obligations?

Introducing the item, one expert said that some experts believed that the legitimacy conferred
on United Nations forces by a Security Council or other official decision meant that United
Nations operations were not subject to certain obligations. He considered that such
.)

interpretation could have dangerous consequences in undermining one basic principle of IHL:'
the principle of equality of the parties to the conflict (see also supra point II 1 . 2).
Another expert did not think that a Security Council decision conferred a higher degree of .
legitimacy on United Nations operations and it did not mean that the rules of international
humanitarian law could be waived.
One expert considered that the Security Council and the General Assembly should be
informed of the problems related to the application of international humanitarian law and
suggested that perhaps the budgets for peace-keeping operations should make provision for

,/)

the payment of compensation by the United Nations. .
The Chairman thought that it was clear that the United Nations did not have to pay war
reparations, but could a Security Council decision cover acts of war that violated international
humanitarian law?
One expert informed the meeting that the United Nations had in fact settled some claims in
.
.
Somalia.
The Chairman pointed out that such a situation was dealt with in the Fourth Geneva
Convention.
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11.4 Two sets of rules for United Nationsforces: international and
non-international armed conflicts?

One expert asked participants to give their views on whether the distinction between
international and non-international armed conflicts applied to United Nations operations.
Some experts argued that the distinction should be retained, although United Nations practice
appeared to indicate that it did not apply.
The Chairman emphasized that in a non-international armed conflict, the parties should show
even greater respect for international humanitarian law.

1
!

) \

One expert wondered whether, if a United Nations force was involved in operations in a

!
I

country where an internal conflict was taking place, that automatically internationalized the

II

conflict. It appeared difficult to describe a conflict in which troops from several nations were

I
I

involved 'as an internal conflict. However, the case of Somalia was probably different, since
in that case the State itself had collapsed.

!

_)

I

\
i

Another expert, said that if one accepted this interpretation, the parties would have combatant
status. Another effect of this theory would be that the Protection Convention would never
fonnally apply.
The Chairman stated that if the involvement of United Nations forces meant that a conflict
necessarily international, that gave other parties combatant status and license to attack
"
United Nations forces, whereas the Security Council had stated that attackers should be

was

prosecuted.
One expert considered that if the United Nations actually became a party to the conflict, it
Would necessarily be international. But if it was simply present and not taking part, the
COnflict could be deemed to be internal.
Another expert agreed that the deployment of United Nations forces alone did not mean that a
i

COnflict was international .

�
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One expert said that the Security Council looked upon attackers as common criminals, not
combatants.
Another expert said that it had been his understanding that Security Council Resolution 837
(of 6 June 1 993) on Somalia related to an Article 3 conflict.
The Chairman recalled that Resolution 837 in fact mentioned that attacks on United Nations
troops violated international humanitarian law. He wondered whether it could be considered
that a conflict became international when there was no clear consent by the government to
United Nations involvement.
One expert emphasized that in certain situations it was a very moot point who constituted the
government.
Another expert asked whether intervention by foreign troops on behalf of a government
meant that a conflict was international?
One expert responded that the United Nations had been ambivalent about whether or not
operations in the Congo related to an internal or international armed conflict. The problem
was not new and had existed for 35 years.

J

The Chairman wondered whether it was possible that the United Nations might want the law
of international armed conflict to apply for some provisions, but not for others. Parties to an
internal conflict could in any event agree to respect the law of international armed conflict.
One expert considered that when different States intervened in a war, the conflict became
international.
Another expert noted that implied that there was a government in the State in question.
The Chairman drew attention to Article 2, paragraph 2 of the Fourth Geneva Convention.
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One expert said that the fact that United Nations troops were present in a State without the
consent of its government did not mean that the United Nations was an occupying power
within the meaning of Article 2 of the Fourth Convention.
Another expert considered that the situation was different because there was little or no
fighting in an occupied territory.
One expert responded that if the second paragraph of Article 2 applied to United Nations
operations such as that in Somalia, the mere fact that United Nations troops were present
j

!

t

�) 1
!

1

without the consent of the government and were deemed to be an occupying power meant
that applicability or non-applicability of international humanitarian law was no longer
relevant.
The Chairman said that perhaps it could be decided that some rules of the Fourth Geneva
Convention applied to the United Nations if it was an occupying power.
One expert pointed out that the practice had been that the second paragraph of Article 2 did
not apply to United Nations operations.
The Chairman agreed that the distinction between international and non-international armed
conflicts as far as United Nations operations were concerned was not totally clear, but

_J

remained a crucial issue.

IL5 Rules of engagement and IHL

One JCRC expert said that the United Nations had elaborated Rules of Engagement and, as

far as the JCRC knew, they appeared mainly to be of an administrative nature and did not deal

With the applicability of international humanitarian law. It might be useful to have all or part
of international humanitarian law included in the Rules of Engagement and it was necessary

to study what practical means could be employed to achieve this. The Rules of Engagement
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might provide a solution to overcome the obstacle of reaching agreement on the applicability
of international humanitarian

law.

One expert informed the meeting that the Rules, which are generally classified, had been
prepared by the United Nations Military Adviser's Office. They already reflected

international humanitarian law in some areas, for example the provisions on the use of force

or on proportionality.
\
I

)
i

I
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Another expert said that in former Yugoslavia the Rules of Engagement had been drafted by
UNPROFOR Headquarters. They had been contained in a comprehensive document which
covered questions like the use of force, the treatment of casualties, the treatment of civilians
and combatants, etc.

One expert pointed out that Rules of Engagement as a whole could constitute a bulky ·
document, but they �ecame shorter down the chain of command. Their purpose was limited at

I

I

1

I

.. i

. the lower levels.

Another expert emphasized that the Rules of Engagement could provide a means of
reaffirming the applicability of international humanitarian law. .

One expert thought there was a danger in relying only on the Rules of Engagement because
they should reflect obligations and not replace them or create new obligations.
Another expert stressed that the Rules of Engagement should reflect human rights principles
as

well as the rules of international humanitarian law.

The Chairman considered that international humanitarian law should provide the broadest

framework, within which Rules of Engagement would necessarily differ. Forces sho�ld also

be aware that the Rules restricted their action whereas their adversaries were bound by

International humanitarian law.
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One expert said that, in the mind of the soldier, the dividing line between the Rules of
Engagement and the law of armed conflict was often blurred.
Another expert thought that it would be preferable to mention the applicability of
international humanitarian law in the mandate given to United Nations forces rather than in
the Rules of Engagement.

One expert expressed doubts on .the inclusion of international humanitarian law in the United
Nations Rules of Engagement. However, the Rules developed for regular armed forces could
be used as a model for bringing certain specific·rules of international humanitarian law into
the Rules of Engagement.
Another expert wondered whether a general statement to the effect that the Rules of
Engagement must be consistent with international humanitarian law might suffice.
The Chairman noted that peace-keeping forces were more often confronted with human rights

issues than international humanitarian law and should therefore receive better training .in
police work.
One expert thought that the military would resist the inclusion of more areas into the Rules of

Engagement.

Another expert pointed out that the nature of Rules of Engagement was political and military
rather than legislative. .

One expert said that certain parts of the Geneva Conventions were already incorporated in
most army's standing orders. Soldiers serving in United Nations peace-keeping forces were
therefore usually aware of those obligations.
Another expert emphasized that the basic job of a soldier was to capture the adversary, not to
determine whether he was a suspect or a prisonerof war.
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T�e Chainnan drew attention to the recommendation made by the Intergovernmental Group
of Experts on the Protection of War Victims, which had met from 23 to 27 January 1 995 in

Geneva, requesting the ICRe to convene a meeting of national experts to draw up a model

manual for the armed forces.
An ICRC

expert said that most countries did teach the rules of international humanitarian law

to their armed forces to some extent, but it had been the IeRe's experience that practical

training did not always exist.

One expert thought that if international humanitarian law was included in the Rules of
- ).

-�

Engagement there was a danger that military commanders would determine and interpret how
to apply them.

m.

Examination · of specific categories of IHL provisions

III. 1

Law governing the conduct ofhostilities and other situations involving the
use

tdforce

I nthe event of participatio n in hostilities, United Nations forces are bo und by the rules of IHL
concerni ng the co nd uct of military operatio ns. These rules ca nbe fo und in partic ular in Articles 35 to
42 a nd 48 to 58 of Additio nal Protocol I, which largely correspond to c ustomary law a nd ca n be
s ummarized as follows:
l .The right ofthe armed forces to choose methods and mea ns of warfare is not unlimited; in all
circ umstances a clear disti nctio n m ust be made between civilia ns and civilia n objects o nthe o ne
ha nd, a nd combata nts and military objectives o nthe other.
2. Ati:acks o n civilians or civilian objects are prohibited.

3. All preca utio ns that are practically possible m ust be taken to avoid i nj ury and losses amo ng
, the
.
civilia n pop ulatio n a nd damage to civilia n property.
4. It is prohibited to la unch attacks of a nat ure to strike military objectives a nd civilians i n a n
indiscriminate ma nner. Attacks which may be expected to ca use i ncidental loss of life amo ng the
civilia n pop ulatio n a nd damage to civilian objects that wo uld be excessive in relation to the concrete
a nd direct military adva ntage a nticipated are also prohibited.

5. The use of weapo ns or methods of warfare which needlessly aggravate the s ufferi ng of persons
placed hors de combat or which re nder their death inevitable is prohibited. It is forbidden to order
that there shall be no s urvivors.
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6. With regard to particular weapons, the use of the following is expressly prohibited: asphyxiating,
poisonous or other gases and biological methods of warfare ( 1 925 Geneva Protocol); bullets which
expand or flatten easily in the human body ( 1 899 Hague Declaration 3); certain explosive projectiles
(1 868 st. Petersburg Declaration). Moreover, use of the following is [restricted] or prohibited:
submarine mines ( 1 907 Hague Convention VIII) and certain conventional weapons ( 1 980 United
Nations Convention and Protocol I on non-detectable fragments, Protocol II on mines, booby-traps
and other devices, and Protocol III on incendiary weapons).
7. Cultural property, as well as objects indispensable to the survival of the civilian population, such as
foodstuffs, crops, livestock and drinking water installations and supplies, must not be attacked, .
destroyed or rendered useless. Starvation of civilians as a method of warfare is prohibited.
8. Installations containing dangerous forces, such as dams and dykes, must not be the object of attack,
especially if the release of such forces might cause severe losses among the civilian population.

Dissemination: Obligation to ensure that all the military and paramilitary forces operating under
United Nations responsibility are aware oftheir obligations under IHL. It is vital that instructions
designed to ensure compliance with these obligations be reissued by the States contributing forces
and by United Nations training units.
- [Reprisals by UN forces?]
- [Spies]
Question:
Are there any rules on the conduct of hostilities that cannot be applied by and to Uriited Nations
forces?

One expert thought that the word "combatant" in the first sub-paragraph was inappropriate.
No government could accept that armed groups taking part in' internal conflicts should be
given combatant status. The words "military obj ective" were not appropriate either for
internal conflicts.

The Chairman responded that obviously the distinction between international and
non-international armed conflicts affected the choice of wording. "Combatant" could perhaps

be changed to "persons directly participating in hostilities". Nevertheless, the meeting was
discussing United Nations forces and not internal situations.

A way would have to be found

to take into account the following two opposing views on the applicability of international
humanitarian law to the United Nations:

( 1 ) the United Nations should apply international

humanitarian law even if it was not obliged to;

(2) the United Nations had to apply

international humanitarian law because it was obliged to.
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One expert pointed out that it was extremely difficult to identify violations of the Geneva
c onventions and Additional Protocols in situations of internal armed conflict.
An other expert saw a contradiction between the first sub-paragraph and the protection
Convention.
.

The Chairman said that all the terms used in the document had to be understood mutatis .

mutandis and it might be necessary to insert some wording to this. effect at the beginning.

One expert said that the third sub-paragraph did not accUrately reflect whatthe rule stated.

·)

Regarding the sub..;.paragraph 8, it did not correspond to what Article 56 of Additional
Protocol I stated and it did not correspond to customary law.

With regard to the question on rules that could not be applied by and to United Nations
forces, he considered that the right to take reprisals, which States possessed when involved in
anned conflict on their own account, was not forfeited because the forces were under United
Nations command. In the same way as it was denied that the United Nations enjoyed greater
legitimacy and could therefore waive international humanitarian law, so it could not be
asserted that its legitimacy did not allow it to take action that was allowed to States.

Another expert wondered whether reprisals could· be taken against the United Nations.

One expert expressed the view that the sub-paragraphs aimed to cover too broad a field. He
drew attention to the problems of forces in a war such as the Gulf War, where the troops had
been under United Nations authority but under their own national command. In such a
situation, each State involved might have different views and be at a different status of
ratification of the Convention and Additional Protocols.

The C hairman said that if a State had an obligation not to do something and its nationals then
did that particular thing, that did not mean that the State could evade its obligation.
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One expert pointed out that if the rules of international armed conflict were applied to internal
conflict, all the nuances would have to apply as well. He did not see why the law on reprisals
applicable in international armed conflicts could not apply to internal conflicts.
The Chairman asked participants to express their views on the matter of spies.
One expert highlighted the dilemma facing the United Nations when it withdrew from the
scene of operations leaving behind those who had worked for it.

.

Another expert considered that if a spy spied against a contingent serving in United Nations
forces, that contingent had the right to try and punish the spy.
One expert believed that reprisals and punishing spies were against the whole spirit of United
Nations intervention. Moreover, the use of informants by national contingents could prove
extremely dangerous.
Another expert said thatin action on the scale of the Korean or Gulf Wars, it was sufficient to
state that international humanitarian law applied to both parties. However, a wide variety of
other situations remained and they should perhaps be divided into international and internal
conflicts because otherwise the rules would have to cover too broad an area.

/)

.

Drawing attention to Article 47 of Additional Protocol I, he asked whether soldiers recruited
directly by the United Nations would fall into the category of mercenaries?
The Chairman said that if the United Nations was treated as a party to a conflict, the term

"military objective" was correct. Article 58(b) of Additional Protocol I on the location of
military objectives meant that the United Nations could be located near a densely populated
area if it was not deemed to be a party to the conflict, but if the other party considered that it
Was

in fact � party, the United Nations would have to respect that provision.
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With some doubts on reprisals and concerns on the issue of spies, he believed that the
meeting agreed that there were no rules on the conduct of hostilities that could not be applied
by and to

United Nations bodies,

Treatment of detainedpersons

1IL2

'
In the event of participation in hosti lities, United Nations forces are bo und by the. rules of IHL
concerning the treatment of detained persons. These rules can be fo und in partic ular in the Third and
Fo urth Geneva Conventions and in Articles 43 to 47 and 72 to 79 of Additional Protocol I.
Persons not, or no longer, taking part in the hostilities, s uch as prisoners and civilians, m ust be
protected and respected in al lcirc umstances:
- Civilians who abstain from hostile acts m ust be respected and treated h umane ly. The following in
partic ular are prohibited: attacks on their lives, physica l integrity or personal dignity, deportation or
forced disp lacement not j ustified by imperatives relating to their sec urity, hostage-taking, and
sentencing or exec utions witho ut fair trial.

-�

- Captured combatants and those who have laid down their weapons are entitled to the same degree of
protection. They m ust be handed over to a direct military s uperior and, in partic ular, m ust not be
i l -treated or kil led.
- Captured combatants and detained members of the armed forces are entit led to prisoner-of- war stat us
[or treatment] and m ust be treated in accordance with the provisions of the Third Geneva
Convention. In partic ular:
*

their capture and detention m ust be notified without delay to the party on· which they
depend and to the IC RC's Centra lTracing Agency;

*

they m ust be held in places where their security is ass ured and which offer satisfactory
material conditions in terms of hygiene, food and q uarters;

*

any form of torture or il l-treatment is strict ly forbidden;

*

the IC RC's right to visit prisoners m ust be respected and g uaranteed.

.,

L
1

.

J

.

- Civilians detained or interned shall enjoy the same basic g uarantees and m ust be treated in
accordance with the provisions of the Fo urth Geneva Convention. In partic ular, the IC RC's right of
access and right to visit them shal lbe respected and g uaranteed.
Q uesti on:
Are there any rules on the treatment of detained persons that cannot be applied by and to United
Nations forces?

One expert informed the meeting that it was the practice of Canadian contingents serving
With United Nations forces to hand any belligerents back to their own party and to insist that
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any Canadian soldiers being detained should be handed back. He did not consider, therefore,
that the Third Geneva Convention could apply to United Nations forces.

The Chairman agreed that they should be handed back if there was no hostility directed
against United Nations forces, but if the latter were being attacked the person handed back
could continue hostilities and maybe the principle of handing back would have to be
reconsidered.

He wondered whether forces serving with the United Nations had residual responsibility for
those they had detained and handed over to the local authorities, in accordance with the Third
and Fourth Geneva Conventions.

One expert did not see why the United Nations would be bound by Articles

72 to 79 of

Additional Protocol I if it was not a party to the conflict.

Another expert said that the United Nations could not belooked upon as a Detaining Power

within the meaning of Article 83 of the Third Geneva Convention.
One expert emphasized that certain provisions of the Conventions could only be applied by
States because the United Nations did not have its own criminal legal system.

_J

The Chairman said that, in the context of United Nations peace-keeping operations, those
articles could apply to the States contributing contingents. It could be indicated where the
reference to the Party meant the contributing State. Where people were detained for security
reasons and were not accused of any offence, international humanitarian law would apply.

One e xpert pointed out that that was 'a very delicate human rights issue.

Another expert asked whether that meant that, when the Security Council authorized the ,
Secretary General to detain persons accused of attacking United Nations forces, the rules of
International humanitarian law applied?
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The Chairman responded that in situations such as that in Somalia, international humanitarian
laW provided a more appropriate framework for detaining persons than human rights.

IIL3

Applicable rules concerning the protection ofthe wounded. the sick and
medical personnel

In the eve nt of participatio n i nhosti lities, United Nations forces are bo und by the r ules oflHL
co ncerning the protection of the wo unded, the sick a nd medical personnel. These r ules can be fo und in
partic ular in the First Ge neva Convention and in Articles 8 to 34 of Additional Protocol !.
General protection : the wo unded and the sick sha l be respected and protected in all circ umstances;
no adverse disti nctio n fo unded on race, sex, nationality, etc. shal lbe made; only urge nt medical
reasons wil la uthorize priority in the order of treatme nt.

1.

2. Obligatio n to search for, co l ect and evac uate the wo unded and the sick.
3 . Obligations regarding the dead.
.

see: G e l, Art. 1 7; G e l, Art. 20; P I, Arts. 32, 33, 34
4. Protection of medical units, medica land religio us personnel, medica ltransports, hospital and civi l
defe nce orga nizatio ns.

Definitions 0/ different categories (militarylcivilian personnel and units; permanent/ temporary
personnel, etc.) discontinuance o/their protection, see: P I, Art. 8 c-k; G e l, A rts. 21, 22; P I, Arts.
12, 13.

5. Obligation to respect the disti nctive emblems and signals : types of emblems a nd signa ls ; conditions
for use; use by United Natio ns personne l.

see: G e l, Arts. 38-44; P I, Art. 81, etc.
6. Obligation to respect protected areas: hospital zones, safety zones; ne utra lized zo nes.
�:

G e l, Art. 23; G C IV, Arts. 14, 15; P I, Arts. 59, 69.

Q uestio n:
Are there any r ules co ncerning the protection of the wo unded, the sick and medica lpersonne lthat
cannot be app lied by and to United Nations forces?

IntrodUCing item 111.3 of the agenda, one JCRC expert said that it should be obvious that the
rules of the first Geneva Convention concerning the protection of the wounded, the" sick and
medical personnel should be applicable in the event of United Nations forces participating in
hostilities.

Some provisions could, however, tum out to be problematical. For instance,

Collecting the wounded and the sick might be difficult to implement for lack of logistical
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means. Was that acceptable? In the same spirit, a problem arose with regard to differences of
treatment, such as cases where the United Nations might decide to give priority to its own
forces. That was understandable when the forces had a very limited mandate and limited
means at their disposal, but for broader mandates, it was harder to understand. The sole
criterion should of course be medical priority. In some situations, clear priority had been
given to United Nations forces independently of logistical considerations. Somalia and the
former Yugoslavia were two cases in point. The question was: should different rules apply in
some cases?

One expert was of the opinion that they should not except . for logistical reasons.

J

The Chairman said that in situations such as the Western Sahara or the Golan, it was quite
normal for the United Nations to. give priority to its own forces, but when hostilities broke
out, that was not so.

One expert raised the case of observer missions, which were not involved in hostilities, and
wondered whether they had an obligation. He saw that in the event of hostilities there should
be no difference of treatment.

The Chairman stressed that the criterion was whether the United Nations forces were
involved in hostilities. If they were, then they had a responsibility to rescue wounded
"enemies".

One expert agreed that a United Nations force was not different from any other. One factor

worth mentioning, however, was the reluctance observed among United Nations contributory
States, as illustrated by cases such as Somalia or the former Yugoslavia, to see the United

Nations as participating in hostilities. It was always difficult to establish the threshold
between the United Nations's role as observer and its actual participation in hostilities.

Another expert said that nevertheless all forces should be duly instructed to apply appropriate
rules for caring for the wounded of ,the opposite side. It was very dangerous to begin
admitting restrictions on the grounds of inadequate logistics.
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The Chairman said that that shou,ld also apply in the case of traditional forces, like that of the
United States force sent in to Iran to rescue American hostages. Even if conditions were
difficult, those forces were under an obligation, and that obligation had to be taken into
account when the operation was being planned. Another example was the multinational force
in Beirut, where medical services had to function regardless of conditions .

. One expert added that a further reason for reluctance stemmed from the fact that below the
threshold of hostilities, there could be a problem of security. If civilians were collected and
taken to a camp, that could lead to a reaction among the population. There was a tendency in
such situations .to suggest that local .medical services would be able to cope.

· ·�l
, -"'"

Returning to his "shopping list" of provisions which could not apply to the United Nations,
one expert mentioned Article

49 of the first Geneva Convention, which imposed an

obligation to enact legislation, something the United Nations could not do. Other such articles
iricl�ded Arts

26, 44, 48, 53

and

54.

Another expert agreed that a problem arose with the use of the emblem. Should the United
Nations, for instance, enjoy special rights in that respect?

One expert expressed the view that since the United Nations force Was made up of contingent
forces, as such the latter should have no special dispensation.

"\

j

Going further, the Chairman said that, while there was a need for legislation concerning the
use of the Red Cross emblem, he thought there was also a need to call the United Nations'
attention to the basic principles involved. At some stage express permission had to be
obtained before the emblem could be used. The problem was that it was not always clear
which legislation applied, bearing in mind that the emblem was used only under national
rules. Should permission arise from the contributory States or under local legislation? He
wished to remind the meeting that problems often arose in the field in that respect. For
instance, the "protected areas" mentioned in paragraph

6,

such as hospital zones, could be

identified by emblems only in certain cases, and the same rules applied to the United Nations
as

to any other belligerent.
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One expert noted that United Nations forces would have difficulty policing areas and
ensuring that rules were properly applied. That kind of action required a State mechanism.
The Chairman said that points to bear in mind were that protected areas could be set up only
with the agreement of the parties concerned. Under humanitarian law relating to safety zones,
provision was made for control over entry to the zones. The United Nations could intervene at
that point.
One expert agreed with the previous expert that the United Nations often lacked any
mechanism for applying the rules, for instance whenit came to judging or detaining persons.
The United Nations should have a body of legislation enabling it to apply specific rules.
Two experts were both inclined to think that the problem would resolve itself in the end,
since any obligations not fulfilled by the United Nations would be implemented by the States.
There was general agreement that difficulties were bound to arise in that case owing to
differences between national laws. Penal legislation was a case in point, and in particular the
death penalty, where laws tended to differ considerably.
Summing up, the Chairman said that it was agreed that the applicable rules concerning the
protection of the wounded and sick either could be or had to be applied by United Nations
forces, even though some practical problems were bound to arise, such as problems of

.�

compatibility between different legislations.

IIL4

Reliefoperations

In the event of participation in hostilities, United Nations forces are bound by the rules of IHL
concerning relief operations. These rules can be found in particular in Articles 23, 59 to 63 , 1 08, 1 09
to I I I of ihe Fourth Geneva Convention and in Articles 68 to 71 of Additional Protocol I.
1.

Reliefoperations by neutral and impartial agencies
The parties in conflict have the duty to ensure that the civilian population of the territory under
their control is supplied with the items essential to its survival, and to ailow the passage of
essential relief consignments organized by neutral and impartial agencies and intended for the
population of the territory controlled by the adverse party:
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When the civilian population lacks supplies indispensable for its survival, relief operations that
are exclusively humanitarian and impartial in nature and are conducted without any
. adverse
distinction shall be authorized, facilitated and respected.
The personnel, vehicles and premises of such agencies shall be respected.
Question:
Are there any rules on relief operations that cannot be applied by and to United Nations forces?

Introducing the subj ect of relief operations, one ICRC expert said that the Fourth Geneva
Convention and Additional Protocol I contained specific provisions in that respect. Those
rules had been designed more for the benefit of relief agencies, and the question was whether
they were compatible with United Nations operations.

)

The Chairman said that different cases arose. In the first "orthodox" case, if the United
Nations became a party to a conflict, then there was no doubt that it should provide relief to
the· "enemies", or opposing side. In the second case, sometimes for respectable reasons, the
United Nations had to link humanitarian and military considerations. For instance, a
condition might be introduced whereby if the other side undertook a certain action, then the
United Nations might suspend relief supplies. If a State were to do that, it would constitute · a
clear violation of humanitarian law. There had been a clear case in Liberia where pressure had
been brought to bear on the Ivory Coast by ECOMOG regarding the passage of supplies, and
the question arose of the applicability of Article

23 of the Fourth Geneva Convention to

United Nations forces.

One expert pointed out that relief might be suspended for security reasons and not necessarily
because a

particular condition ceased to be fulfilled.

Another expert said that the idea of linking relief supplies to certain conditions, such as a
cease-fire; was nothing new with the United Nations, and all sides engaged in the exercise. In

a c onflict between two States, the situation was different because there was not much
communication between the two sides. With the United Nations, for instance in a Chapter

6

1/2 situation, some horse-trading was inevitable. If the United Nations was directly involved
in a conflict, then it was not required to deliver relief supplies to the adversary. A doubt arose
as

to whether it could prevent some other organization, such as the ICRC, from providing ·

them. If there were many organizations on the spot, then the need for the United Nations to
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try to control the situation became critical. The situation was different if the United Nations
was involved in a grey area somewhere between peace-keeping and armed conflict.

The Chairman drew attention to the fact that Article

23

of the Fourth Geneva Convention and

the relevant articles of Additional Protocol I were addressed not only to the parties to the ·
conflict, but to all the High Contracting Parties. In a case like the Golan, where the civilian
population had been short of relief supplies, Jordan had an obligation to let relief supplies
through. Should the same articles create an obligation for the United Nations?

Referring to Articles

69 and 70 of Additional Protocol I,

one expert pointed out that even if

they were not party to the conflict, States undoubtedly had an obligation to allow the passage

)

of relief consignments, and he therefore thought the same should apply to the United Nations.
A problem did arise, of course, in the case of blockades and embargoes.

Another expert said there could be a conflict of obj ectives if the United Nations had a
mandate to restore peace; clearly its mandate should come first, if necessary.despite the rules

of international humanitarian law. This was clearly stated by the words "without prej udice to
. the mandate" use in the "Red Cross clause" of the "Model Status of Force Agreement".

The ChairmEql agreed, adding, however, that that did not mean that international humanitarian
law rules could be violated.

After a discussion regarding the possible conflict between international humanitarian law and

/)

UN mandates where United Nations forces were concerned, the Chairman pointed out that
military observers could never become participants in hostilities, so that United Nations
observers were not under an obligation. If a United Nations force was not a party to the
Conflict, there was no problem. If a United Nations force was party to a conflict, however, it
had an obligation in the area under its control if not itself to provide supplies at least to
protect relief operations.

One expert said that some doubts arose in borderline situations between Chapter 6 and

6 112.

For instance, peace-keeping operations were not covered by Chapter 6 and
'
Were really Chapter 6 112 situations. From a practical point or view, moreover, it should be
Chapter

remembered that observers accompanying relief convoys could be perceived as belligerents
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or parties to the conflict, especially if they were obliged for some reason to use force
themselves.

While agreeing with the previous expert's points from a common sense point of view, the
Chairman said that nevertheless, if the United Nations force's mandate was an observer
mandate, then they could not be parties to the conflict and it then followed that they were not
under an obligation.

,

Supporting the previous expert's argument, one expert said that it depended not only on what
kind of mandate the United Nations force had, but also on what was action they met with. In
a

:--)

'

small operation, they were unlikely to become involved, but it might be otherwise if, for

instance, troops had to be sent in to extricate the observers.

A further point made by the Chairman was that in a normal situation when the United Nations

.

"

was not a party to the conflict, it nevertheless had to respect the rules which applied to all the
Contracting Parties. In that sense its priority might be said also to cover hUIilanitarian niles as
well as its mandate.

When one expert said he could not agree that the United Nations might ever be in a situation
where it gave priority to international humanitarian law over its mandate, the Chairman added
that if the mandate was only a peace-keeping one, then it might be interpreted as covering
respect for international humanitarian law.

One expert said that any mandate that was detrimental to the civilian population was
unthinkable. It made sense to believe that there were certain rules that could not be
overridden by the Security Council. Speaking from experience in the field, he said that the
relief agencies themselves reported, in situations like the former Yugoslavia, that it was often
technically very difficult to provide relief. Perhaps the United Nations had an obligation to
help in that respect.

Another expert"said that if a problem of security arose, the United Nations might need to
impose certain rules on the relief agencies.
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One expert quoted the example of Somalia, where NGOs had sometimes been prevented from
going through for security reasons.

Another expert commented that from the point of view of making concessions, plenty of
NOOs seemed to be prepared to do so in order to ensure success for their mission, even going
as

far as paying militia or delivering

ammunition.

In conclusion, the Chairman said that humariitarian law did not give any rights to individual
NOOs ; it gave the civilian population the right to obtain relief.

Ill.5

.

Rules ofIHL that might not lend themselves to implementation bv an
international organization .
1 . Designation of Protecting Powers
2. Penal sanctions with regard to grave breaches and other breaches
3 . Occupied territories
4. Provisions on legislation

5. Others?

Introducing the discussion, one ICRe expert said that obviously some rules, such as those
applying to Protecting Powers, were impossible for the United Nations to implement. Others,

)

such as pen�ll sanctions, were very difficult or impossible to implement, as were some
provisions concerning occupation or those implying the passing of legislation.

Protecting Powers
'
Concerning protecting powers, the experts did not see how the United Nations could be both

a protecting power, as defined in Resolution 2 of the 1 949 Diplomatic Conference, and a
party to the conflict. In practice, the ICRC had been seen as a protecting power and it was

unportant to ensure that the rules on the protecting power applied mutatis
Victims should not be left without any protection.
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mutandis because

Legislation of application

One expert pointed out that one of the problems with any body of legislation was the need for
an

implementation mechanism.

In the Chairman's view, it could be said that rules would in the end be respected; if not by the

United Nations, then by the individual States. The problem was ensuring that the States had

the necessary legislation. Further problems were how far did international humanitarian law
apply and what determined a state of armed conflict.
With regard to penal sanctions, the United Nations should ensure that Member States had the
requisite legislation because the United Nations itself did not have the structure to develop
and impose such sanctions.
One expert noted that, according to the Convention on the Safety of United Nations and
Associated Personnel, those attacking United Nations personnel could be tried on the spot or
in their own country.

Ifpeace.;.keepers violated the law, however, they could only be tried in

their country for violation of their own law. What would be the situation in violations of the
law of the country in which the peace-keepers were serving, would they be tried by their own
authorities or the local authorities?

)

Another expert replied that it was the view of the Canadian Government that Canadian armed
forces had to respect their own disciplinary · code wherever they were serving and they could
therefore be tried in Canada for violations.
One expert considered that the provisions on dealing with grave breaches of the law would
not apply to conflicts in the intervening category.
Another expert stated that United Nations regulations specified that peace-keepers must
respect local law.
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The Chairman said that the discussion had shown exactly why the ICRC was so insistent that
penal law provisions.
every State should
. have the requisite
.
One expert said that if a United Nations siaff member committed a crime, he would be tried
according to the law of the country in which he was serving . .
Another expert drew attention to the problems raised if the United Nations recruited its own
police force. There was no legal framework in which their discipline could be maintained.
One expert pointed out that if a crime was classified as a war crime, it could be tried under
universal jurisdiction.

·J

Another expert said that in former Yugoslavia offenders had been court martialled by their
oWIi contingents.

One expert said that the issue of civilian personnel was more complex, but the United Nations '
itself could only take administrative sanctions against offenders.
Another expert asked what happened in a situation like Somalia where there was no local
govel11ment to try offenders?

'

)

One expert said that, for example, the United Kingdom could try a British national serving as
civilian personnel with the United Nations for the crime of murder, but for other crimes the
situation was more difficult. If grave breaches of international humanitarian law were to be
tried in local courts, that meant that local judges would have to take the decision whether or
not there was in fact an armed conflict.

Occupied territories

The Chairman asked whether the meeting considered that the relevant provisions in Section
III of the Fourth Geneva Convention applied to United Nations forces.
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One expert said that if a United Nations force was operating in a territory where no
government was in place, that country's sovereignty nevertheless remained valid and the force
could not be deemed to be an occupying force.
Another expert thought that the prohibitions referred to in the relevant articles did not present
any problem, where difficulties would arise was with regard to the obligation to do
something.
One expert said that the Security Council could authorize a subordinate organ to institute
legislation which would over-ride domestic legislation in cases where the United Nations was

,---,)
'

effectively the authority in an area. The problem would be if the United Nations tried to alter
the institutional structure in that area, which was in any case contrary to The Hague
Regulations. If it did that, it would also be contrary to the Fourth Geneva Convention.
The Chairman said that it would be necessary to look into the question of the mandate given
by the Security Council, butin general the rules contained in the Fourth Geneva Convention
should apply.
One expert considered that it was important that detention of persons by the United Nations
should be governed by some law, and international law was the obvious choice.

�)

Another expert said that in Cambodia and Somalia, human rights monitors had insisted that
the United Nations should respect minimum human rights for persons it held.
The Chairman considered that in Cambodia human rights provisions were more appropriate
because the United Nations presence could not be interpreted as analogous to that of an
occupying power. In Somalia, however, the Fourth Geneva Convention applied and raised
issues similar to those in occupied territories.
One expert said that it could,be stated that, if United Nations forces were present in an area
Where no government existed, guidance could be sought from the relevant articles of the
Fourth Geneva Convention.
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The Chairman asked whether, if the United Nations detained a person outside the country in
which it was operating, was that lawful or did it have to respect the obligations of an .
occupying power?
One expert considered that the United Nations should respect the rules relating to the
occupying power in situations where no government existed.
The Chairman thought that the meeting could agree that, even.though the territory in which
the United Nations was operating should not be called occupied territory, when the United
Nations presence was not based on consent given by the local government, the Fourth Geneva

/)

Convention could provide guidance.

IV.

Conclusion

One expert said that, as a follow-up to the present meeting, if it was agreed that a separate
regime was needed for the intervening category (see supra point II 2), it would be necessary
to decide exactly which rules should be included in that regime.

Another expert considered that it was already possible to have a good idea of what should be
included.
.' The ChaIrman suggested that the ICRC, together with the United Nations, should identify the
rules to be included and then agree on the methods for dissemination to and training of

UUited Nations forces.
One expert proposed that, when the ICRC had decided which rules it deemed appropriate for

United Nations forces, it produce a pamphlet containing them and transmit it to the United

Nations with a request that it be distributed to United Nations forces. It was not necessary to
seek the endorsement of the Security Council because that would complicate the process and
take far too long.
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The Chairman asked whether it should be submitted to the General Assembly in the course of
"the debate on peace-keeping operations?
One expert was not certain that it would require any decision by an intergovernmental forum.
Another expert thought that there was a danger in formalizing the rules. No two peace
keeping operations were the same, they were unpredictable and changeable in nature,
therefore, he preferred · flexibility. . One could for example imagine that appropriate provisions
be drafted by each Force commander.

One expert considered that there was sufficient scope for unofficial action. It was inadvisable
to envisage

elaborating a Fifth Geneva Convention applicable to United Nations peace

keeping operations. For the moment, discussions with the Department of Peace-keeping
Operations on producing a pamphlet appeared to be the most appropriate course.
. Another expert proposed that the ICRC should formulate recommendations and discuss them
with the Department

in broad terms, not specifying at the present stage which rules were

applicable.
[N.B .: After the Meeting one UN expert suggested the following procedure: the ICRC should
draft a pamphlet containing the appropriate rules and send it to United Nations
Secretary-General. The Secretary-General would then promulgate these rules and
officially endorse them through a letter to the President of the Security Council.]
One expert said that the ICRC could draft such rules, but it wished to see the United Nations
assume the responsibility of ensuring that contingents taking part in peace-keeping· operatiqns
Were suitably trained in international humanitarian law. Perhaps officers should be required to
Pass an exam on the subject.

Another expert pointed out that agreements between contributing States and the United
Nations already contained provisions on a certain level of information and training. In his
View, it was possible that a certain type of United Nations operation was now coming to an
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end and perhaps in the future United Nations forces would not be made up of national
contingents so the problem would then be different.
One expert stressed that the United Nations Centre for Human Rights took very seriously
indeed the matter of violation of human rights by United Nations forces. If the United
Nations itself did not uphold human rights standards, how could it be expected that other
parties would do so? Recent incidents involving United Nations troops showed that the
message was not getting through and States could do better to improve the awareness of their
troops, moreover the incidents had been revealed through the press and not through the chain
of command.

States providing contingents should commit themselves to respecting

international humanitarian law and human rights; training was not sufficient and
enforcement had to be guaranteed.
Another expert endorsed the remarks made about the necessary training. As far as training
was concerned, the United Nations did not have the requisite structure to train peace-keepers
and it should envisage setting up a staff college to train officers in all aspects of peace
keeping. He expressed concern that the discussion had been largely Eurocentric and
conclusions had been drawn based mainly on the Balkan experience.
One expert said that the United Nations would not have any problem in seeing such rules
included in the training guidelines presently being drawn up. The most effective solution
would be for the Department to do that on its own, but making training a mandatory
requirement required an intergovernmental decision. With regard to a staff college, a proposal
to that effect had been made but it had covered too broad an area and it was now being
studied with a view to covering a more limited area.
Another expert explained that recent incidents involving Canadian soldiers in United Nations
forces had been revealed through the chain of command, not the press, and immediate action
had been taken in conformity with the principles of international humanitarian law.
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The Chainnan emphasized that it was very important to make that known in order to show
that United Nations forces were respecting international humanitarian law and that violations
were being punished.
One expert thought that there was a danger that the proposal guidelines might be so general
that they would be useless or so detailed that they lacked flexibility. That implied that the

present situation of respect for the principles and spirit of international humanitarian law was
the most appropriate, althoughit was not intellectually satisfactory.

The Chainnan said that respect for the principles and spirit of international humanitarian law

)

. . was effective if the national contingents had been well trained in international humanitarian
law. Perhaps there

could be a summary of international humanitarian law for each level in the

forces, with an introduction stating that international humanitarian law applied and had to be
respected mutatis mutandis. It was important for those actually involved in peace-keeping to
be given criteria and simply referring to the principles and spirit was not sufficient.
Something more detailed was required in the heat of battle.
He said that the meeting had provided the occasion for a very interesting and useful exchange
of views

and thanked all experts for their contribution.
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* * * *

1
Introduction

I.

Introductory remarks:
a) Objectives of the meeting: towards a clearer understanding of the "spirit and
principles" of international humanitarian law

b) Assessment of international humanitarian law provisions applicable to United
Nations forces

c) Identification of possible follow-up measures and procedure

II.

Preliminary questions

ILl Ohjectives of the meeting: assessment of the law andpossihlefollow-up action

Themes submitted for discussion:
1.

The sole purpose of international humanitarian law (hereafter IHL) is to alleviate the
suffering of all human beings that are, or may be, affected by situations of armed conflict.

2. A fundamental principle of IHL is that is applies equally to all parties involved in such
situations and independently of any other considerations, including those relating to the
legality of the use of force or the objectives of such use.
3. IHL is therefore applicable to all United Nations operations comprising military
components in which coercive action is used against organized armed forces, and must be
respected whenever sifuations necessitating the use of armed force arise.
4. This applicability remains unaffected whether an operation is conducted under the
command and control of the United Nations itself or of Member States and/or regional
. organizations pursuant to an authorization by the Security Council.
5. By virtue of Article 1 common to the Geneva Conventions and Additional Protocol .I,
States have undertaken to respect and to ensure respect for IHL, both individually and
collectively, in all circumstances. It follows logically that this undertaking applies to
operations undertaken by an organization of which all these States are members and to
which those very same States contribute troops.
6. United Nations practice is supportive of the above (examples: Regulation 44 of the
Regulations for UNEF, 20 February 1 957; "Interoffice Memorandum" by Messrs Guyer
, and Urquhart of 24 May 1 978; letter by the United Nations Secretary-General to the
President of the ICRC, 23 October 1 978; the "Red Cross clause" in the model status of
Forces Agreement 1 992 and its inclusion in agreements with the Governments of Haiti
[9 October 1 993] and Rwanda [5 November 1 993]).
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7. The practice of Member States is also supportive of the above (examples: reply of the
French Government to the ICRC Memorandum relating to Operation Turquoise; reply of
the United States Government to the ICRC Memorandum relating to Haiti).
IL2 Analysis of operational tasks of United Nations forces
Category I

Operations which are:
1 . not of a coercive nature

2. based on the consent of the parties involved
3. set up pursuant to an agreement between the United Nations and the parties concerned

)

4. conducted in situations where peace exists, although at times precariously.
Examples: -

"traditional" peace-keeping operations
(observance of cease-fite, demarcation lines, agreements on withdrawal of
forces
certain "new generation" peace-keeping operations
(monitoring of elections, rebuilding of a State's administrative and judicial
infrastructure, maintaining public order, repatriating refugees, etc.).

Characteristics in terms of IHL

-)

In operations corresponding to points 2, 3 and 4 above, the use of force will be needed only in
isolated cases of self-defence or sporadic incidents related to the peace-keepers' mandate.
Such situations cannot be defined as armed conflicts and therefore the question of applying
IHL does not arise (see Additional Protocol II, Article 1 , paragraph 2).
Question: .
Does consent depend on the statements of the parties or the behaviour of their respective
forces?
Category II

Operations where IHL comes into play:
1 . A "traditional" peace-keeping operation that degenerates owing to a de facto withdrawal of
consent by one.of the parties concerned and subsequent resumption of hostilities (example:
the Congo operation).
2.

Hybrid operations, which start off as traditional peace-keeping operations but to whose
mandate coercive elements under Chapter VII of the Charter are later added (example:
UNPROFOR).
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3 . Operations which change, over time, from consensual to coercive operations (UNOSOM I
+ UNOSOM II).
4. Coercive operations temporarily authorized by the Security Council in parallel with a
peace-keeping operation (UNAMIR / Operation Turquoise).
5. Full-fledged coercive action, such as in the Gulf crisis, if ever undertaken by the United
Nations itself, an<i should a stand-by force be created and used to this effect.
Observations
In all of the aforementioned operations, United Nations forces find themselves in a situation
where an armed conflict is going on. Furthermore, consent to their presence and mandate
might have been withdrawn by one or more of the parties involved, either expressly or
progressively in a defacto manner. Consequently, resort to force by United Nations troops in
"self-defence", which includes resistance to attempts by forceful means to prevent them from
fulfilling their mandate, is tantamount to participating in hostilities. Under IHL, such
participation is not a question of intention but of fact.
Identification of specific factors leading to the applicability of IHL:
coercive nature of the operation;
level of the resort to force;
others??
II.3 Jus ad bellum and applicability ofIHL

Operations conducted by United Nations troops are always legitimized by Security Council
resolutions. Sometimes they may even pursue their objective by force, on the basis of
Chapter VII of the Charter.
Question:
Does this intemational legitimacy modify their status under IHL? Does it give them more
rights and release them from some obligations?

IL4 Two sets 0/ ruleslor United Nationsforces: International and non-international
armed conflicts?

IL5 Rules 0/ engagement and IHL

d
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III.

Examination of specific categories of IHL provisions

IT,.1 Law governing the conduct of hostilities and other situations involving the use of
force

In the event of participation in hostilities, United Nations forces are bound by the rules of
IHL concerning the conduct of military operations. These rules can be found in particular in
Articles 35 to 42 and 48 to 58 of Additional Protocol I, which largely correspond to
customary law and can be summarized as follows:
- The right of the armed forces to choose methods and means of warfare is not unlimited; in
all circumstances a clear distinction must be made between civilians and civilian objects on
the one hand, and combatants and military objectives on the other.
- Attacks on civilians or civilian objects are prohibited.
- All precautions that are practically possible must be taken to avoid injury and losses among
the civilian population and damage to civilian property.
- It is prohibited to launch attacks of a nature to strike military objectives and civilians in an
indiscriminate manner. Attacks which may be expected to cause incidental loss oflife
among the civilian population and damage to civilian objects that would be excessive in
relation to the concrete and direct military advantage anticipated are also prohibited.
- The use of weapons · or methods of warfare which needlessly aggravate the suffering of
persons placed hors de combat or which render their death inevitable is prohibited. It is
forbidden to order that there shall be no survivors.
- With regard to particular weapons, the use of the following is expressly prohibited:
asphyxiating, poisonous or other gases and·biological methods of warfare (1925 Geneva
Protocol); bullets which expand or flatten easily in the human body (1 899 Hague
Declaration 3); certain explosive projectiles (1 868 St. Petersburg Declaration). Moreover�
use of the following is [restricted] or prohibited: submarine mines (1 907 Hague Convention
VIII) and certain conventional weapons (1 980 United Nations Convention and Protocol I on
non-detectable fragments, Protocol II on mines, booby-traps and other devices, and Protocol
ilI on incendiary weapons).
- Cultural property, as well as objects indispensable to the survival of the civilian population,
such as foodstuffs, crops; livestock and drinking water installations and supplies, must not
be attacked, destroyed or rendered useless. Starvation of civilians as a method of warf�e is
prohibited.
- Installations containing dangerous forces, such as dams and dykes, must not be the object
of attack, especially if the release of such forces might cause severe losses among the
civilian population.
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- Dissemination: Obligation to ensure that all the military and paramilitary forces operating
under United Nations responsibility are aware of their obligations under IHL. It is vital that
instructions designed to ensure compliance with these obligations be reissued by the States
contributing forces and by United Nations training units.

- [Reprisals by UN forces?]
- [Spies]
Question:
Are there any rules on the conduct of hostilities that cannot be applied by and to United
Nations forces?
III.2 Treatment of detained persons

In the event of participation in hostilities, United Nations forces are bound by the rules of
IHL concerning the treatment of detained persons. These rules can be found in particular in
the Third and Fourth Geneva Conventions and in Articles 43 to 4 7 and 72 to 79 of Additional
Protocol !.
Persons not, or rio longer, taking part in the hostilities, such as prisoners and civilians, must
be protected and respected in all circumstances:
- Civilians who abstain from hostile acts must be respected and treated humanely. The
following in particular are prohibited: attacks on their lives, physical integrity or personal
dignity, deportation or forced displacement not justified by imperatives relating to their
security, hostage-taking, and sentencing or executions without fair trial.
- Captured combatants and those who have laid down their weapons are entitled to the same
degree of protection. They must be handed over to a direct military superior and, in
particular, must not be ill-treated or killed.
- Captured combatants and detained members of the armed forces are entitled to prisoner-of
war status [or treatment] and must be treated in accordance with the provisions of the Third
Geneva Convention. In particular:,
*

*

their capture and detention must be notified without delay to the party on
which they depend and to the ICRC's Central Tracing Agency;
they must be held in places where their security is assured and which offer
satisfactory material conditions in terms of hygiene, food and quarters;

*

any form of torture or ill-treatment is strictly forbidden;

*

the ICRC's right to visit prisoners must be respected and guaranteed.

- Civilians detained or interned shall enjoy the same basic guarantees and must be treated in
accordance with the provisions of the Fourth Geneva Convention. In particular, the ICRC's
right of access and right to visit them shall .be respected and guar�teed.
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Question:
Are there any rules on the treatment of detained persons that cannot be applied by and to
Unite4 Nations forces?
IlL3 Applicable rules concerning the protection of the wounded, the sick
and medical personnel

In the event ofparticipation in hostilities, United Nations forces are bound by the rules of
IHL concerning the protection of the wounded, the sick and medical personnel. These rules
can be found in particular in the First Geneva Convention and in Articles 8 to 34 of
Additional Protocol I.
1 . General protection: the wounded and the sickshall be respected and protected in all
circumstances; no adverse distinction founded on race, sex, nationality, etc. shall be made;
only urgent medical reasons will authorize priority. in the order of treatment.

2. Obligation to search for, collect and evacuate the wounded and the sick.
3 . Obligations regarding the dead.
see: G e l, Art. 1 7; G e L Art. 20; P 1, Arts. 32; 33, 34

4. Protection of medical units, medical and religious personnel, medical transports, hospital
and civil defence organizations.
Definitions ofdifferent categories (military/civilian personnel and units; permanent/
temporary personnel, etc.) discontinuance oftheir protection, �: P 1, Art. 8 c-k; G e l,
Arts. 21, 22; P L Arts. 12, 13.
5. Obligation to respect the distinctive emblems and signals: types of emblems and signals;
conditions for use; use by United Nations personnel.
. see: G e l, Arts. 38-44; P I, Art. 81, etc.

6. Obligation to respect protected areas: hospital zones, safety zones; neutralized zones.
see: G e l, Art. 23; G C I V, Arts. 14, 15; P 1, Arts. 59, 69.

Question:
Are there any rules concerning the protection ofthe wounded, the sick and medical personnel
that cannot be applied by and to United Nations forces?
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IIL4 Relief operations
In the event of participation in hostilities, United Nations forces are bound by the rules of
IHL concerning relief operations. These rules can be found in particular in Articles 23, 5 9 to
63, 1 08, 1 09 to I I I of the Fourth Geneva Convention and in Articles 68 to .7 1 of Additional
Protocol I.
1 . Relief operations by neutral and impartial agencies
The parties in conflict have the duty to ensure that the civilian population of the territory
under their control is supplied with the items essential to its survival, and to allow the
passage of essential relief consignments organized by neutral and impartial agencies and
intended for the population of the territory controlled by the adverse party:
- When the civilian population lacks supplies indispensable for its survival, relief
operations that are exclusively humanitarian and impartial in nature and are conducted
without any adverse distinction shall be authorized, facilitated and respected.
- The personnel, vehicles and premises of such agencies shall be respected.
Question:
Are there any rules on relief operations that cannot be applied by and to United Nations
forces?
IlLS Rules ofIHL that might not lend themselves to implementation by
an international organization
1 . Designation of Protecting Powers
2. Penal sanctions with regard to grave breaches and other breaches.
3. Others?

IV.

Conclusion

'Areas in which further research is needed
Recommended follow·up action .
,

,

,I

* * * *

